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With the advent of COVID-19, it’s undeniable that
consumers’ purchasing and consumption habits
have changed. How do brands stay in touch with
their customers while remaining sensitive to the
larger challenges they are facing? Are consumers
even receptive to advertising right now? How can
brands best utilize the intimacy of podcasting to
connect with listeners? Megaphone conducted
SONIQ

testing

across

a

panel

of

podcast

listeners to get to the bottom of these questions.
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How It Works:
Megaphone uploads audio assets to the Veritonic platform,
where each is tested against a 300+ person panel.
Each creative is assigned an overall composite score
based on the following:

• Attributes: What feelings does the ad elicit?
• Recall: How memorable is the ad?
• Intent: How likely is the listener to take action after hearing the ad?
• Engagement: How much did the listener interact with the ad?

Testing Parameters
• Assets Tested: 15 podcast ads across various verticals organized into two categories:
- Standard Ads that were developed prior to COVID-19 and featured the usual, sales-focused messaging.
- COVID Ads that referenced the current situation and were focused more on brand building.

• Panel: 477 podcast listeners aged 18+
• Metrics Tested:
- Attributes: Trustworthy, Excited, Relevant to Me, Sincere, Likable, Timely, Empowering, Relaxed, Unique
- Consideration Intent
- Message Recall
- Custom follow-up questions about consumer perception towards advertising during COVID-19
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Takeaway #1
Consumers still want to hear from
brands, but expect their messaging
to reflect the current climate.
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Despite current circumstances, I want
to continue hearing from brands.

13%

The majority of consumers
still want to hear from
brands during this time.

22%

65%

Agree or
Strongly Agree

Neutral

Disagree or
Strongly Disagree
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However, almost three-quarters of consumers believe that
context in advertising is important during these times.
Context in advertising is important
to me in the current climate.

I believe brand messaging should reflect the current
challenges associated with these uncertain times.

8%

8%
Agree or
Strongly Agree

20%

20%

Neutral

72%

Disagree or
Strongly Disagree

72%

Agree or Strongly Agree

After listening to both
standard and COVIDspecific ads, consumers
found the COVID ads
more appropriate during
this time than their
standard counterparts.

70%

70%

17%

15%

61%
60%

This is the right message
for these times.

Standard Ad

This message feels appropriate
for the current environment.

COVID Ad
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Takeaway #2
Consumers are open to being
sold to, but sincerity in
messaging important.
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Half of consumers are open to being sold to in the current
environment, but tone of voice is key.
I do not want advertising to "sell
to me" in the current climate.

Tone of voice in advertising is important
to me in the current climate.

9%
23%

Agree or
Strongly Agree

19%
50%

27%

Neutral

Disagree or
Strongly Disagree

72%
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Agree or Strongly Agree

Whether or not ads are
adapted to reflect the
current situation, sincerity
is important in connecting
with consumers.
The ads rated most sincere among
panelists were considered 14%
more effective in driving positive
brand perception and favorability.

This is the right message
for these times.

60%

This message feels appropriate
for the current environment.

60%

70%

70%

This message improves my
perception of the brand.

58%

This message increases my
favorability toward the brand.

58%

Ads Rated Least Sincere

Ads Rated Most Sincere

66%

66%
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Takeaway #3
Compassion goes a long way in
connecting with consumers.
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Looking at second-by-second response data, listeners
rated ads as sincere, timely, and trustworthy after hearing
phrases that conveyed connectedness and empathy
“Together, we’re ready
to get through this.”

“We have your back and
remain committed.”

“We promise to be
there for you.”

Takeaway #4
Consumer expectations
towards brand messaging
vary according to industry.
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Finance

In an industry heavily impacted by COVID, financial
advertisers can benefit greatly from adjusted messaging.
Offering support, describing relief plans, and mentioning remote banking options
resonated well with listeners, driving an 8% increase in purchase intent and higher
scores towards sincerity, timeliness, and relevance as compared to standard ads.
Metric Scores

69
51

51

Attribute Scores
75

81
76
Finance Industry
Benchmark

55

81

79

74

65

82
66 66

72

Standard Ad

COVID Ad

Recall

Consideration Intent

Sincere

Timely

Relevant to Me
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Finance
Agree or Strongly Agree
71%

Compared to standard finance
ads, the COVID ads were
considered more appropriate
by panelists, driving a 17%
increase in brand perception
and favorability.

63%
58%

22%

54%

This is the right message
and feels appropriate
for these times.

Standard Ad

17%

This message improves my
perception and increases
favorability of the brand.

COVID Ad

Travel

Testing across travel ads showed a similarly
positive response to revised messaging.
Listeners appreciated new messaging that focused on the emotional (“we’re here
for you”) and practical (disinfection processes for an airline brand), showing higher
scores across all recall, intent, and the “sincere” and “timely” attribute scores.
Attribute Scores

Metric Scores
80

82

80

71
55

56

Travel Industry
Benchmark

59

82

79

78

82

66

Standard Ad

COVID Ad

Message Recall

Consideration Intent

Sincere

Timely
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Travel
Agree or Strongly Agree

76%
70%
+28%

Revised travel ads that subtly
touched on the new challenges
in light of COVID were rated 28%
more appropriate and drove a
13% increase in positive brand
perception and favorability.

62%

59%

+13%

This is the right message and feels
appropriate for these times.

This message improves my perception
and increases favorability of the brand.

Standard Ad

COVID Ad

CPG

CPG advertisers may have less need to revise their
messaging as their products remain in high demand.
Standard and COVID-themed ads performed similarly across most metrics and
outperformed all benchmarks, suggesting that revised messaging may not be
needed, but that consumers are still very receptive to advertising from CPG brands.
Metric Scores
87

Attribute Scores
87

80

72
CPG Industry
Benchmark

80

79

80

80
71

64

76

77

Standard Ad

COVID Ad

Consideration Intent

Sincere

Timely

Relevant to Me
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In Summary
• Consumers still want to hear from brands, but expect their messaging to reflect the current
climate. Ads with COVID-specific messaging scored higher towards purchase intent and favorable
brand perception than standard ads.
• Consumers are open to being sold to, but sincerity in messaging is important. Ads that were
rated as most sincere were 14% more effective in improving brand perception and favorability.
• Compassion goes a long way in connecting with consumers. Messaging that highlighted how
brands are “here to help” or “there for you” scored well towards sincerity, timeliness, and trust.
• Consumer expectations towards brand messaging vary according to industry. Brands should
consider their industry’s level of impact and relevance when thinking about their marketing strategy.
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About Us
Megaphone is a podcast technology company that provides hosting and ad-insertion capabilities for publishers
and targeted ad sales for brand partners. The Megaphone platform connects enterprise-level podcasters and
media companies with best-in-class tools to publish, monetize, and measure their audio content. Megaphone
Targeted Marketplace (MTM) revolutionizes podcast advertising by offering brands unprecedented listener reach,
true measurement, efficient execution, and guaranteed brand safety. Megaphone Studio provides end-to-end
creative services for advertisers, developing breakthrough audio ads that envelop the user and drive results.
Learn more at http://www.megaphone.fm.
Veritonic is the audio effectiveness company — the first analytics platform built specifically to quantify the value of
sound. With an easy way to understand which voices, audio logos, music, scripts and functional sounds are most
impactful, and to leverage them consistently — in everything from ads to podcasts to smart speaker applications
— the world’s leading audio platforms, brands and others cultivate deeper relationships with customers in less
time. Learn more at https://www.veritonic.com/.
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